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This is the exact template that I use to approach blogs with whom I’m not yet connected in order to 

secure a guest posting spot. You can copy this template exactly the way it is; just modify the appropriate sections 

(indicated in [BLUE]), and you’re good to go: 

SUBJECT: Guest Posting on [BLOG NAME]: “[HEADLINE IDEA]” 

Hi [BLOGGER'S NAME], 

I only recently discovered your blog, but as you know, I really like your stuff! [ALTERNATIVELY, I'VE BEEN 

READING FOR A WHILE, ETC.] 

I've been thinking about writing a post about [POST SUBJECT], and it occurred to me that it would be a 

great fit for your audience. Here are a couple of ideas for the headline (which can be changed, of course): 

[HEADLINE IDEAS] 

To get a sense of my writing, you can check out [YOUR BLOG], or my recent guest post on [MAJOR BLOG] – 

it got over [NUMBER] comments and [NUMBER] tweets. [ALTERNATIVELY, ANOTHER PROOF MECHANISM] 

What do you think? Shall I write up a draft? 

[SIGNATURE INFORMATION] 

This template works like a charm, but only if you use it properly. Here’s what you need to watch out for to make 

sure that it works, and doesn’t blow up in your face: 

� Choose a good angle. Spend some time on the target blog, and find an interesting angle on a topic that 

would interest their audience. Research to see what has been published along similar lines, to make sure 

you’re bringing fresh perspective to the table. 

� Don’t send the full post. Some of the prevailing wisdom online is to send the entire draft right off the bat, 

but we don’t think that’s the best idea. Popular bloggers receive unsolicited guest posts on a regular basis. 

Most are generic, poorly written posts from link farms and SEO companies. Many bloggers get in the habit 

– out of necessity – of deleting unsolicited posts, or filing them in a folder that they’ll get to “later” (a.k.a. 

never). A short email, like the template provided, is much easier to digest. 

� Choose a great headline. This is essential. Look at the most popular posts section of the target blog to see 

what has performed well in the past, and spend every second you need to coming up with a truly amazing 

headline. Most bloggers – and particularly the successful ones – are well tuned to audience response, and 

will have a keen sense of whether your headline will perform well. It will also immediately show them you 

are a strong writer who deserves a chance. 

� Don’t ask if they want to publish it. Notice the template doesn’t end by asking if the target blogger would 

like to publish the post, but rather whether or not you should write a draft. It’s a much lower commitment 

request, and if your headline is good, you will trigger loss aversion (they don’t want to miss out on a great 

post). The response will often be along the lines of “I can’t promise anything, but sure, send me a draft.” 

In other words, you will have engineered a situation where – as long as you write an excellent draft – they 

will have no choice but to take it. 


